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Abstract HfOx based resistive switching devices with thin AlOx layer inserted between HfOx and TiN top
electrode (TE) and Pt bottom electrode (BE) were fabricated respectively. Both devices show robust bipolar
resistive switching phenomenon. Experimental result reveals that TiN/AlOx /HfOx /Pt device with appropriately
thick HfOx film shows significant enhancement in performance as compared with other samples, having lower
voltage and excellent uniformity. The role of inserted AlOx layer and thickness of HfOx film on resistive
switching properties are discussed and clarified through comparative experiments, which is considered to be
a doping effect. The experimental result is consistent with the model where resistive switching happens near
TiN top electrode (TE) due to partial rupture and reconstruction of conducting filaments (CFs) assisted by the
doping. The different doping profiles near top electrode of the samples were confirmed by XPS depth analysis.
This work provides detailed information about the optimization of HfOx based resistive switching device by a
doping profile modification approach.
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1

Introduction

Resistance random access memory (RRAM) has drawn research community’s attention as a candidate
for future non-volatile memory in recent years [1–4]. Major advantages of RRAM include high switching
speed [5], low power operation [6], and potential in further scaling [7], etc. Despite the flexibility in
material option [8–11], binary metal oxides, e.g., HfOx , has been extensively studied in past years [7].
HfOx based materials have been employed as gate dielectric in CMOS transistor fabrication, and TiN
used as barrier layer against Cu diffusion in CMOS technology, which enabled TiN/HfOx /Pt structure to
be CMOS compatible and one of the most mature resistive switching device so far. However, according to
the filamentary nature of resistive switching phenomenon [12,13], random filament formation and rupture
cause switching parameter dispersion such as resistance and operating voltage. Such parameter deviation
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is detrimental for the simplification of RRAM circuit design and reliability issue, and therefore should be
carefully fabricated during RRAM designing. Doping has been proposed to be an effective approach to
improve RRAM switching characteristics and various dopants have been employed such as Copper [14],
Aluminium [15], Magnesium [16] and Nitrogen [17], etc. Our previous work [15] effectively lowered the
device variation by embedding Al layers between electrodes and HfOx before annealing during fabrication
to form TiN/AlOx /HfOx /AlOx /Pt structure. However, it provided insights only about introducing Al
atoms in HfOx resistive switching device resulting in improved uniformity and the detailed mechanism of
the improvements induced by AlOx inserting layer was not clarified. In this work, the resistive switching
uniformity is further improved with a simpler bi-layer structure and the roles of Al doping profile between
electrodes and HfOx are further investigated and clarified through comparative experiments and electrical
properties characterization.

2

Experiments

The RRAM devices with TiN/AlOx /HfOx /Pt and TiN/HfOx /AlOx /Pt (with different HfOx film thickness)structure were fabricated to illustrate the roles of AlOx insert layer and dependence on HfOx film
thickness (different doping profile). First, about 100 nm Pt with a 20 nm Ti adhesive layer was sputtered
on SiO2 /Si substrates. Then, 3 nm Al/15 nm Hf was deposited in turn to form S1, 30 nm Hf/3 nm Al
to form S2, 15 nm Hf/3 nm Al to form S3, respectively, and all of it was performed by Physical Vapor
Deposition (PVD). Next, all samples were annealed at 600◦ C, in N2 ambient for 10 min followed by O2
ambient for 60 min. Finally, TiN top electrodes were sputtered and patterned. The fabricated samples
participated in comparative experiments were schematically shown in Figure 1. Electrical characterizations were performed by Keithley 4200 analyzer with Pt bottom electrode grounded and voltages were
applied on TiN top electrode.

3
3.1

Results and discussion
Forming process

The initial resistance states of the fresh samples are very high (GΩ), and an electroforming process is
needed to activate the switching property. The forming process is interpreted to be equivalent to a soft
dielectric breakdown [18]. We use current sweep mode in 4200 analyzer in this work, as shown in Figure 2.
Significant reduction in forming current (Iforming ) and maximum voltage during forming process(Vforming)
are observed in S3 compared with S1 and S2. Meanwhile, S1 requires slightly lower Iforming and Vforming
when comparing S1 with S2. We attributed S3’s huge reduction in Iforming and Vforming to the doping
profile induced by the AlOx insert layer. First principle calculations have shown that Al atoms lower the
formation energy (EVo ) of oxygen vacancies (Vo ) nearby [19]. Al atoms diffuse into HfOx layer during
PVD and post-deposition annealing process, and thus contribute to the formation of Vo based top-tobottom percolation paths to complete dielectric soft breakdown. However, S1 and S2’s doping profiles do
not benefit much from the AlOx insert layer during the forming process. As for S1, it should be noted that
S1 and S3 are different in the deposition sequence of Al and Hf. S3 was fabricated by sputtering 15 nm
Hf followed by 3 nm Al, the Al deposition process by PVD contributed to the injection and diffusion of
Al atoms into Hf film similar to the mechanism of sputtering damage [20]. Meanwhile, S1 was fabricated
by sputtering 3 nm Al at first, thus lost the chance of enhanced injection of Al atoms into Hf film during
PVD, and therefore resulted in a lower Al doping level in HfOx film after annealing process. Since it
is the enhanced Al doping concentration that leads to the much lower Iforming and Vforming level, the
different electrical characteristics of S1 and S3 can now be understood.
The forming voltage of S2 is larger than two times of S3’s, shows the absence of AlOx insert layer’s
advantageous doping effect in S2. It may be the influence of film thickness. There are two possible
explanations. First, the Al atoms are limited in quantity due to the deposited Al film thickness, which
leads to inadequate Al concentration in HfOx film. Another explanation is the limited energy gain by Al
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Schematic view of the fabricated resistive switching samples with AlOx insert layer.
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Figure 2 Initial forming process of the fabricated HfOx
based resistive switching devices.
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Figure 3 Initial forming process of the fabricated HfOx
based resistive switching devices.

atoms during PVD and annealing which results in limited depth of Al diffusion, in other words, the HfOx
film is too thick for Al atoms to diffuse from top to bottom. The Vo based percolation paths can hardly
be built from top to bottom at a reduced EVo level induced by Al atoms. Both reasons may co-contribute
to the high Iforming and Vforming in S2. Aforementioned analyses deduce that the differences between S1
S2 and S3 depend on Al doping profile and HfOx layer thickness. Thicker HfOx film and lower Al doping
concentration require higher forming voltage and current to realize dielectric soft breakdown.
3.2

Resistive switching characteristics

Figure 3 shows the measured I-V curves of our samples after forming process using DC-sweep. A 5 mA
compliance is introduced to avoid device hard breakdown during set process, while no current compliance
is employed in the reset process. Typical bipolar resistive switching phenomenon is observed in all
samples. The I-V of S1 and S2 are similar, but lower SET voltage (VSET ) is found in S3, indicating that
different doping profile influences the switching characteristics of AlOx /HfOx bi-layer RRAM. In order to
understand the current transport mechanisms in our comparative experiments, I-V curves of the samples
in high resistance state (HRS) are exploited and fitted as shown in Figure 4. It can be noticed that
the I-V curves of all three samples have two regions, the Ohmic like region (I ∝ V ) under low voltages
and the Child’s square-law region (I ∝ V 2 ) under high voltages until an abrupt current jump to low
resistance state (LRS), this is in good agreement with the prediction of trap controlled Space-ChargeLimited-Current (SCLC) current flow mechanism [21–23]. To verify the commercialization potential of
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Figure 6 Measured resistance in high resistance state
(HRS) and low resistance state (LRS) distribution within 128 cycles of the samples, respectively.

the samples in our experiment, data retention properties are characterized as shown in Figure 5. Both
HRS and LRS of the samples remain stable after 104 s constant voltage stress. It is also worth mentioning
that all the samples can switch in AC mode with 20 ns width voltage pulse, proving themselves to be
promising in future memory application.
Uniformity parameters like resistance and operation voltage deviation are also studied in our comparative experiments. Figure 6 shows the distribution of resistance values in high resistance state (RHRS ) and
low resistance state (RLRS ) measured by DC sweep mode for 128 continuous cycles. Figure 7 demonstrates
the distribution of VSET and VRESET during the switching cycles. Suppressed resistance and operation
voltage dispersion are observed in S3 unlike in S1 and S2.
Table 1 compares the key parameters of variations (standard deviation δ mean value µ) of RHRS , RLRS ,
VSET and VRESET in this work and literature [15]. It is deduced that the aforementioned difference in
electric characteristics results from various Al doping profile induced by different fabrication process,
especially the Al layer deposition moment. As depicted in Figure 8. S1 has its Al-rich region near Pt
bottom electrode only, because Al was deposited first and S1 was deprived of injection or diffusion of Al in
subsequent processes. However, S3, received adequate injection and diffusion during PVD and annealing
process, and had its Al-rich region throughout the HfOx resistive switching layer. S2 has its Al-rich
region near TiN top electrode. As it is the oxygen vacancy that forms the conducting filaments during
set process, the formation energy of oxygen vacancies (EVo ) are significantly lowered in the vicinity of Al
atoms, to facilitate formation of filaments.
Considering the reset process, it is well-known that TiN top electrode acts as good oxygen reservoir and
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Table 1

Comparison of uniformity parameters in this work with literature

Sample

Device structure

δ/µ RHRS (%)

δ/µ RLRS (%)

δ/µ VSET (%)

δ/µ VRESET (%)

S1

TiN/HfOx /AlOx /Pt

86.3

47.5

14.8

10.6

S2

TiN/AlOx /HfOx (30 nm)/Pt

29.7

46.2

9.4

5.6

S3

TiN/AlOx /HfOx /Pt

37.6

8.4

4.0

5.4

Yu et al. [15]

TiN/AlOx /HfOx /AlOx /Pt

39.7

10.4

19.2

Yu et al. [15]
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Figure 8 Schematic view of the proposed Al doping profile model. S1 had its Al-rich region near Pt bottom electrode
(BE), S2 and S3 had their Al-rich regions near TiN top electrode (TE). The resistive switching phenomenon was due to the
partial rupture and reconstruction of Vo based conducting filaments near TE. Al-rich rupture region guarantees an easier
filament formation and ended up in uniform parameters.

can provide sufficient non-lattice oxygen ions to recover the oxygen vacancies to interrupt the filaments
consisting of Vo [24]. As reset process is attributed to the exchange of oxygen ions between conducting
filaments and TiN top electrode, the partial breakdown of conducting filaments happens near TiN top
electrode. By using the same reset stop voltage, experimental results in Figure 6 indicate that S3 has
more defect traps in the filament rupture region due to Al doping effect [25]. Higher Al concentration
near TiN top electrode guarantees easier and more uniform filament formation. This fits the experimental
results very well. Easier filament formation explains the result that S2 and S3 show lower RLRS than
S1 (Figure 6). Improved uniformity explains narrower parameter dispersion of S2 and S3 compared with
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S1. An exception is that S1 and S2 have similarly wide RLRS distribution compared with S3, this may
be resulting from a relatively longer rupture length of S2 which leads to non-uniformity during filament
rebuilding (set) process. Above results are in good agreement with the model in literature that resistive
switching is due to the partial rupture and reconstruction of conducting filaments [26] facilitated by Al
atoms [15].
XPS depth analysis of the dielectric layer confirms the different doping profiles in the samples as
illustrated in Figure 9. The dielectric layer etching process was terminated when significant Pt signal
was detected. The results show that Al atoms are not detected near the surface in S1. In contrast Al
atoms and Pt atoms are detected after 8000 s’ etching, confirming the fact that in S1 Al atoms stay near
bottom electrode. However, in S2 and S3 Al atoms are significantly detected near dielectric layer surface.
S3 has a relatively wider Al-rich area compared with S2, while S2 has its Al-rich area only near surface.
XPS results are in good agreement with the speculated doping profile in aforementioned model.

4

Summary

The impacts of doping profile on the switching properties of HfOx based RRAM devices are studied in this
work. Improved resistive switching uniformity is achieved. The effects of AlOx insert layer and HfOx film
thickness are investigated by electrical measurements and XPS depth analysis to explain the enhanced
performance. This work introduces a detailed doping profile modification approach of the optimization
of HfOx based resistive switching device, providing insights for highly reliable RRAM designs and helps
understand RRAM switching mechanisms.
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